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In this introductory paper the practical importance of the experimental and theoretical research on
highly conducting polymers is considered. Further, the results of ab initio Hartree-Fock crystal orbi
tal calculations (in some cases corrected also for correlation) on doped and on highly conducting po
lymers with small gaps (possibility of intrinsic conduction) are reviewed. The theoretical possibilities
of improving these band structure calculations to a great extent (good basis set + correlation correc
tions) due to recent developments in programming are outlined. Finally, the possibilities of using
these improved band structures for calculation of electron-phonon interactions (mobility) for soliton
and bipolaron studies in these systems and for computing their Auger- and exciton spectra are
pointed out. It is concluded that these theoretical developments will lead, within a few years, to the
design of new highly conducting polymers with other optimal physical properties ("tailor made po
lymers") which are necessary to increase their practical applicability to a large extent,

Introduction
The research on highly conducting polymers

(both experimental and theoretical) has increased
exponentially in the last twenty years. Besides the
many places from where papers describing new
results in this field have been published, the in
creased activity in this area is apparent from the
publication of a separate international journal
(Synthetic Metals) which is devoted exclusively to
this area of research. At the same time, a larger
number of monographs dealing with highly con
ducting polymers I have also appeared.

In this situation it seems justified to ask two
fundamental questions: (1) where do we stand and
(2) what is the purpose of this very large research
activity.

It is easier to try to answer the second question
first. Highly conducting polymers can be used as
more effective rechargeable and solar batteries2
with the advantage of smaller weight (a promising
field of application is that of electric cars), in in
formation transfer (computer sciences)3, in opto
electronics4 and possibly in the future in space re
search and molecular computing. Therefore, the
main aim since the discovery of the intrinsic high
ly conducting polymers 5 like (SN)x and, in a
broader sense, of polymers belonging to the
TCNQ-TTF system6 as well as the doped highly

conducting polymers (for which doped alternating
trans polyacetylene 7 is the prototype, is to predict
with the help of experimental and especially of
theoretical methods new well conducting polym
ers with other advantageous properties. For in
stance, for practical applications it is not enough
that a polymer should be highly conducting; it has
to have other advantageous properties like opti
mal heat and radiation resistance (the latter espe
cially in space research), favourable mechanical
and possibly also magnetic properties, etc.

To correlate the electronic structure of a family
of similar polymers with only one or two related
properties is a comparatively easy task which can
be achieved with the help of simpler (semiempiri
calor half-semiempirical) methods. On the other
hand to correlate the structure of a highly conduct
ing polymer with 3-4 other unrelated optimal pro
penies, one has to go to first principle calcul
ations: Hartree-Fock (HF) ab initio crystal orbi
tals calculations with correlation corrections both
for the band structure9 and the wave function 10

for quasi 1D and at least 2D polymers. One has
to handle also the interchain interactions II. In a

recent review paper12, it was shown that by per
forming (starting from a good basis set) such quite
involved calculations, no one has obtained until
now calculated physical property of a polymer
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Another family of polymers with small gaps
(possible intrinsic semiconductors) can be derived
from different forms of polyacetylene. To this
group of polymers ("ID graphites") belong,
among others, polyacenacene (PAc:A) With a the
oretical gap of - 2 eV (its exp<:~rimental value
should be around - 0.5 eV), polyacene (PAc: the
oretical gap - 2.4 eV) and polyphenanthrophen
anthrene ([PPhP] theoretical gap - 5.8 eV)27. In a
further calculation poIyperynaphthalene (PPN;
theoretical gap - 4.5 eV, estimated experimental
gap -1.1 eV) was investigated28. It should be
mentioned that PPN has been synthesized and a
non-negligible intrinsic conductivity has been
measured28, though probably impurities play a
role in the occurrence of this conductivity.

One should point out that in the design of
polymers with smaller gaps in a certain family of
chains, topological arguments can be well applied.
This was recently demonstrated among other
cases by comparing the chemical units of polyiso
phenanthrene and polyphenanthrelle29. The trend
of the band gaps and other properties agreed with

The polymers on which band structure calcul
ations have been reported until now, become
highly conducting if they are doped (With the ex
ception of (SN)x which is metallic due to its 3 n
electrons in the unit cell, and the TCNQ-TTF sys
tem which becomes metallic due to internal
charge transfer .from the TfF- to the TCNQ
stacks).

Recently, a large number of polymers have
been found or theoretically predich~d with a rath
er small gap, which would enable intrinsic semi
conductivity. To this group belongs the already
synthesized polyisothionaphthal<:~ne (PITN)24
which has an experimental gap of --I eV. Though
a minimal basis HF calculation has given a gap of
4.5 eV, one knows the cases wherle .good basis +
QP band structure calculations have been per
formed. They show that the minimal basis gap has
to be scaled dOWR by a factor of about -~4. In
this way one gets near to the expe:rlmental value.
A subsequent calculation on polyisonaphthalene
(PINTP)25 led to a theoretical gap of 3.6 eV
which indicates that this polymer, if synthesized,
would have a still smaller gap. A further computa
tion of the band structure of polythieno[ 3,4-c]
thiophene (PlTP)26 resulted in a theoretical gap
of - 2 eV (scaled down value - 0.5 eV). Our the
Ol".eticalconsiderations show that most probably
this polymer derived from polythiophene (theore
tical gap - 2 eV) is the best candidate for intrin
sic conduction ..

both in s ground and excited states \the xcited
state pr erties still cannot be described w 11 with
the help of the density functional theory13 which
has bee very much advanced in recent years)
in good agreement with the experiment Since
the prog am for correcting the band struc re for
correlati n of a polymer (solving the inve se Dy
son equ tion19 by applying a self energy in the
MP/2 a proximation) was recently acceler ted by
a factor f 200 through rewriting it in a fu y vec
torized f rm 15,it is now possible to apply i , using
compar ivelynot very large CPU time, to polym
ers with larger unit cells by using goad ba is sets.
In this ay the task to predict "tailor made"
highly c nducting polymers with optima other
physical roperties can be made easier.

To ,ill wer the first question in more ~tail' a

brief re ew of the "state of art" of theoref al cal

culation on highly conducting polymer ( e au
thor as theoretician cannot review the re ent ex

perim<:~nal developments), will be presented next.

theoretical calculations of hig
dueting olymers

After the formulationS and implemen
the first few programs on the ab initio artree
Fock ( F) method for quasi ID system 16, the
method has been extended to 2D and D sys
tems 17 Iso. The application of these p ograms
and the' extension from the ID case to e case
of com ined symmetry operations (for ' stance
translati n + rotation)18 has been carried 0 t for a
large mber of periodic highly conduc ng po
lymers sing basis sets of different quali es. Be
sides t e detailed investigations on po yacety
lenes 19, lyethylene and its halogenated deriva
tives 19, ere have been ab initio band s ructure
calculaf ns for (SN)~9 and for the TCN -TTFI9
system. Further, the calculations were e tended,
among thers,also to polymeric systems ontain
ing a fi e-membered ring (polypyrrole, lythio
phene, olyfuran and polyselenophene)20, to dif
ferent h ogenated21 and nitrogen-con .. g poly
acetyle S22. In the case of trans alt mating
polyace lene9, of polyethylene23 and very recent
ly of p lyparaphenylenel5 also, the quasi particle
(QP) b d structure has been determin d. The
theoreti al results in these latter cases s w that

the fun amental gap is in rather good ag eement
with th experiment. It should be mentio ~d that
the last calculation has been performed ith the
aid of t e above mentioned 15fully vectori ed pro
gram. his opens the possibility of pe orming
correIat on corrected QP band structur calcul
ations so for polymers with larger unit cell .
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those predicted on the basis of topological oon
siderations29•

For further details on the design of polymers
with small band gaps applying both ab initio crys
tal orbital calculations and topological arguments
see the paper of Bakhshi in this volume 30. As last
remark it should be mentioned here that with the
aid of a largely accelerated OP band structure
programl5 we intend to repeat the cafculations for
those three polymers which have shown in the
minimal basis calculations the smallest theoretical
gaps (estimated experimental gaps between 
1.0 eVand - 0.5 eV).

qf course for the design of a polymer with a
good intrinsic conductivity it is not enough. to find
one With a small gap, but it is necessary also· to
look at the electron-phonon interactions to obtain
a high conductivity. The· specific conductivity 0
can be written as,

0= ene,ue + lei np,uh ... (1)

Her6.e is the elementary charge (with its negative
sign), ne and npare the concentrations of free
charge carriers (electrons or holes, respectively,
which depend on the smallness of the gap or on
doping).,ue and ,uh are the electron- and hole
mobilities, respectively, which can be computed
with the help of the electron-phonon interaction
matrix elements. The detailed theory for the cal
culations for both broader and narrow band cases
is available31,32, but with the exception of a few
calculations on some biopolymers33 using simple
tight binding band structures, these theories have
not been applied yet for polymers with correlated
HF band structures, and in no case for highly
conducting polymers (for further details see the
paper of Suhai33).

In connectiori with the theory of conductivity of
highly conducting polymers, in the case of doping
with a low dopant concentration, certainly soli
tons and bipolarons play an important role (see
the paper of Forner in this volume34). Further, in the·
paper by Ott035 the computational aspects (par
allelization of the HF crystal orbital program) of
polymer calculations and the details of some fur
ther calculations on highly conducting polymers
will be presented.

Last but not least is the paper of Liegener36 in
this volume in which the application of one- and
two particle Green's functions for the calculation
of Auger- and exciton spectra (applying a parti
cle-hole propagator) of polymers is described.
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